I wake up that an old friend has come to visit me. As we seat and talk about the old times our knees touches. I hold mine there but then see my son on the other side of the park walking with his grandfather. I leave my friend alone and run to him but he is telling how he saw me with a girl.
I am home when my aunt and uncle arrives. It is actually their home and they worry about my situation. I then start to do the dishes with my aunt and tell her about a small job I have. She then tells my uncle not to worry about giving me any job.
I am home watching an e-mail I got with many images of horses and realize that I haven't been to work. I was supposed to deliver two sandwiches that a friend prepared for me but I completely forgot. I then think what to do and decide not to call her and pretend that I am sleeping.
I walk by a courthouse and follow a judge to a small office with two other clients. He then tells us of an investment and gives us a contract to sign. I also sign it and write the date in Roman numbers. He then asks the three of us our source of income and I lie saying that I have a big inheritance.
I am out in the suburb and take a turn to the old city on a sunny road. I actually end up in an old university with curved buildings and make it down the stairs with my Rollerblades. I manage not to fall but as I see a skateboarder I do fall but manage not to hurt myself.
An old artist is giving a little lecture and I am on the opposite side of the table. Her legs are really long and she manages to put her bare foot between my legs. I let her do it and listen while she explains how to format a scientific journal using a programming language with a complex syntax.
I get in a high school bathroom but allot of students starts coming in from the opposite side. There are even girls and one of them stops to talk with some guys. She actually rehears a speech she is about to give and I can't help noticing how all white skin these students are.
I am discussing with my wife about a new war in the Middle East and tell her that now the planes can target very precisely. We then look at a map of the old war and see large dots corresponding to the English troops. There are even few small dots and those were soldiers from my homeland.
I am leaving in an abandoned bus when a woman comes begging for food. I don't have anything fresh to give her and start boiling water with half a raw onion inside. She is actually very angry and try to come in anyway. I then pour the pot on her head to stop her.
I am on a tropical island with a girl but she wants us to leave for good. I then ask her to see the beach for the last time and we walk along the dark blue ocean. We finally find a strip with crystal clear water and get in to bath but I suddenly feel very itchy with small fishes are biting me all over.
I am on a bus with a group of students and come to a station where we have to change. We then get on another bus but the driver is an Arab students and he tells us that we have to drive back to an hostile city. He actually can't stand the heat and press a small traffic light lamp to get over it.
I am on a car with both my father and step-father driving on a straight road in the country. There is a war monument approaching and my father asks me what do I see. I then joke with him and refer to a car approaching saying it is the priest who married him. My step-father gets offended.
I am walking up a street of my American neighborhood and pass a Spanish mom looking at me. I then come to a road with many small shops but they are all closing. One is actually still open but the owner inside jells at me that I should go in and look at the clothes he sells. I then keep going.
I am in a building with my son and find a mobile phone on a corner. I then open it and see on the color screen that it is recording my voice. I turn it off and turn on the camera to take a picture of my son. It is actually very good but the brand is unknown and I don't know how I will recharge it.
I am dining with my old Swedish assistant who is now with his assistant after being in a big American city. I then ask them if they met another Swed lady living there. My assistant can't remember her but I try to describe her and they actually met her.
A neighbour leaves his four husky dogs in my garden. I then look in the storage room for something to feed them and they rush inside. There is actually the food of my small puppies and they eat all. My puppies look at them in terror and keep it on the other side of the garden whining.
I pass by a fast-food and put a mug on a small shelf together with other identical mugs. The owner actually tells me how to position them and when I manage his assistant offers me a job. I then start working there even though the latter keeps asking me silly questions.
I am very angry with my roommate and I am about to beat him up when I hear him calling us in the bathroom. He is actually watching a wrestling match among two Nazis. As the fighters get off the ring I realize that the blond referee is totally hairy but in the upper arms where he is all shaved.
A local performer gives me a paper to sign up for his spectacles when a famous presenter is announced. The latter has everyone to line up and asks me to help me take away the girls and guys who are not pretty enough. I can't fine any and suggest him to have them doing the catwalk.
I wondering around a large room where everyone is under the blankets sleeping like in potato bags. As I look for a place I hear a Russian girl asking me to lay on her side. It is very tight but I anyway take place close to her and we start kissing.
I am on an island and meet an old classmate who introduces me to his punk friends. As we go down the road to eat one of them tells me how little he is paid and when we seat I sing an opera song. They don't seem to like it but then everyone starts a folk dance before the band comes marching.
I am in a garage that is closing and get in with a woman interested in buying an expensive car. The owner is in a meeting and his wife introduces it to us. It is a good price and I go out in the dark garden to try to call my wife before someone else buys it. She is also in a meeting and gets upset.
I am with a friend looking in a gym with Palestinian youth training acrobatic jumps. We then walk across it and into an office where he wants me to meet the Polish director. As we wait for her Í notice allot of new art books and magazines filling the shelves and get very interested to meet her.
I am in my old school bathroom and find that all my colleagues peeing there have all curly black hairs. As I go out I meet an old art student with straight blondish hair but a hunchback. He explains to me that he got his heart replaced with a robot made of iron and it is too heavy.
I am walking with a friend and come to a tennis field where they are playing a double. We watch the game and find that a team is not so good. I then ask my friend if we should replace them but he is not that good either and another team arrives. They are actually very good.
I am walking with my son up a mountain and hear someone singing a military song. It is an old relative with a local on top of another mountain. As we get on top of our mountain and look at them digging the ground I explain to my son that they are exhuming the corpse of a dead soldier.
My son is seating on the WC of a public bathroom and I explain to him why I am so much smaller than my twin brother. They actually took him out first and didn't realize I was still inside. My son is getting nourished by the WC and I tell him that by the time he gets out he will break the door.
I pass by two Swedish painters and come to the beach where a professional basketball player is playing a chain reaction with others playing in different ways. As I go forward the ball comes to me and I kick it back on the beach. They come to find it and as a truck drives by I say it is too late.
I am carrying a large lamp to a museum but it is too late as the director is already having the opening dinner. I then get really angry blaming her staff that didn't do as I say. Upstairs is actually a mall with another gallery. There is also an opening and I get the microphone to do a performance.
I am reading a newspaper and find a two pages article about my two sisters. There are pictures of them and a long interview subdivided in different sections. I then go quickly through each of them but there is no picture nor no mentioning about me.
I am traveling North on the backseat of a car with my son. There are actually beautiful mountains with old wooden churches on every top. As I try to show him how beautiful they are we actually get in a flat part that is all built with ugly modern buildings.
I am watching a film where allot of blood is spread at every shot in a canyon. They are soldier stationed in a cave below and only two bandits shooting from above. They almost got hit by a grenade but it goes back down on the storage of wood that the soldiers have to build a fortress.
I am in my apartment with nothing to eat when my parents arrive with lunch boxes. I then seat on the table waiting but then start eating by myself. It is only sushi with transparent rice and I realize that we are getting used to it as we are all moving to Japan.
We get in a line to go on a field trip and the teacher gets us first on the bus as we have a stroller. We then take a seat by the middle door and the teacher starts counting us. There are actually four missing but I raise my hand remembering that four of us went on a field trip by themselves.
I am fighting with my wife and decide to go out of the bedroom to console her but she in the kitchen waiting to strangle me with my leather belt. I then throw her on bed and try to calm her down but she is too agitated. I byte her in the arm but immediately let go realizing that she is our son.
I am waiting for a beautiful girl in a shower when her brother also comes in the bathroom. I then manage to get out and go to her room where she is about to sleep. I tell her of the situation and she tells me that there are some hidden floors on top of the roof with
I am in a church with my mother's relatives and get out that the priest praises our last name. On the stairs my grandfather reminds us that it is exactly one year that our grandmother died. My mother is actually pushing him to go to the archipelago with a French lady but we keep walking.
I am gathering with some students at the bottom of a hill and wait for other students coming down. The latter is actually a fat Puerto Rican friend dressing like a general. Her brother is also there and gets offended by another students. He then stands up to give the latter a beating.
I am at party in the kitchen of a bottom floor apartment and I tell a woman about my cavities. She then calls a Chinese woman and she suggests me a dentist who actually has a really good price per cavity. I then seat with her in the living room trying to figure out a date but I will be gone.
I am seating on an hill with a native Indian who was found as a baby in an island and I tell her how I use to bike there back and forth. We are actually in my father-in-law's property and a cow starts running towards us. I then try to run away with my staff but there are many electric cables.
I get in a bar to order something but a guy holds my son because of his football team jersey. I push him away and ask the man at the cash desk to show me what he has. He opens a small fridge and shows me plain drinks but I see tomato juice. I ask for that and he squeezes an actual tomato.
I am with a young curator of a new gallery printing my pictures. As we wait for the machine to print I tell him of a new projector for my show. Meantime only one print comes out and half the size. It is actually a sticker and he attaches it at the beginning of the wall to start a chronological line.
I get in a public bathroom with my Greek friend and stand by the mirror looking at the deep cavities I have in my canines. I then insert in them the small feet of a plastic soldier and go to pee with him but I can't shut the door. Everyone is peeing with open doors and my Greek friend is barefoot.
I am in a church with my old professor and his wife seating in the dark. I am really bored and stand up to observe the paintings hanging behind. There is a small one that I put in my coat and walk to the other corner where there is a better one of a girl but the priests have been jerking off on it.
I am with a famous designer in his house looking at his nice landscape paintings he did. We then go out to buy some fruit but the shop is closed because the owner's wife has died. An assistant gives us a bag with free oranges and the designer takes an apple from under a pile of other oranges.
I am driving a small car and pick up a pregnant mother hitchhiking. There is actually two other guys and I also give them a ride even though it gets very tight. As we drive to a beach town they tell us how they have a motorcycle there that is illegal to drive as it leaves a yellow mark on the road.
I get in the auditorium of a prestigious university that they are projecting short films. During the break I join the buffet and try to tell the curator about my video project. They cannot find the next film and I tell him that I am ready to show mine but everybody leaves and we keep talking outside.
I am in the office drawing when my Italian boss gets in. He is really pissed that I didn't call him and I tell him that he should have called me. As I go out with my kid I meet him again in front of a church and I just tell him that we should postpone our work together and give it more time.
I am out with my wife and friends in a small road when my old director passes by. He doesn't even stop to greet us but his kids do. I then introduce them to our friends and give them a coconut glass. They don't want it and leave while my wife tells me of a friend who is also not coming.
Some rich Jewish people are on an expensive yacht going on a river. They finally arrive in Germany and a military boat comes in front of them. They actually start shooting and they back up really fast into the previous town but the soldiers keep following them killing those seated in the lounge.
I am out of the modern museum with a friend and show her what I was thinking to do there even though it is dark. I then take her below a diagonal wall where I think of projecting and actually find a more interesting wall below. We are able to open it and find that it is a screen mirroring us.
I am with a colleague for our first presentation in an auditorium but no one shows up. She then tells me that there should be a third guy coming to present. He actually comes and installs a music piece attracting allot of audience. I try to present the event but he starts talking instead.
I just got a gorilla mask and walk with a girl around town feeling very big and strong. She is actually very short and suddenly realize that our babies will be also very small. I feel very good with her and I don't care even though she is my relatives from my aunt side.
I find allot of rabbits in the vegetable garden and place my son to scare them away. I then go to assist some Chines with a big red spinach that I cut. I bet with the girl that it will grow again and go back to my vegetable garden but the soldiers have shot all the rabbits damaging the plants leaves.
I am out of a commercial center laying on the brick pavement with a friend and a girl who rolls on top of him. She starts undressing but he doesn't seem to react. As sh gets almost naked she suddenly rolls on top of me but I also keep it still without reacting.
I am walking in my parents-in-law's countryside and pass by the golf field where my son always wants to play. I notice allot of red shopping carts piled on the shooting hill but decide not to put them in order because it is also my brother-in-law's place. Some people are anyway playing baseball.
My Japanese assistant and I are at the supermarket in Japan and he doesn't know what to take. I actually find that it is a big supermarket and the food should not be so expensive there. They even sell salami but he decides to buy a box to bake pizza instead.
I am walking with my wife and son across a new part of a square that we didn't know of. There is actually an entrance to an elevator and we end up in the terminal of an airport. There is a long line but a hostess is serving fresh hamburgers without the top bread. We then wait for our turn.
My wife has just bought a train ticket to Asia and I do the same but we find that it will take us ten days. She then throws the tickets in the garbage but I pick them up and convince her to do it. I then realize that we have different stops and go back to the ticket counter to get the same ones.
I am in small Russian village and get in an old building where the wall has collapsed. I see people eating and small dishes with shrimps but don't know if I should get one. While I am still deciding my cousin shows up dressing like a general. As he hugs me I notice a beautiful new church.
I am with my wife at the airport and I go to check-in. The hostess tells me of a new airline that just open and I tell my wife how cheap it is but she is talking to another hostess. I then wait by a large screen where a guy is trying to figure out a cheaper way to travel the world. He is my sister.
I am at a supermarket and meet my Russian friend. We then do grocery together for a dinner but argue about the ingredients. I stop arguing and just ask him where in Russia he lives. He then tells me how far it is but I explain that I will anyway take a train across the country.
An old classmate and my Greek friend gets on my bike and I manage to get my leg over. We then go through a traffic light and I don't even have to paddle. We actually get in a highway and I find that it is a motorcycle. As I drive out to a dirt road I explain them how better it is than a motocross.
I am reading an ancient epic I got from the library and get to a new chapter. There are actually small pictures of people having sex and I realize that some pervert must have replaced the original story. There are some old men around me and I quickly go forward to where the epic continues.
A princess has a giant to tie her pink boots like he has his blue boots tied. The giant ties the first really strong but it soon gets dark and they hear a wolf. As he goes up to wake a bigger giant they cross on the stairs and the latter falls down. He is now injured and won't be able to fight the wolf.
I get in a restaurant and tell one of the cooks if they need carrots to make juice. She looks in a computer and shows me that they have allot of carrot supplies. I then ask her if she needs a special root to make soup. Also the owner joins the conversation and they find it a really good idea.
I am with my family walking in a large road of the city. It is actually made of blue bricks and I can see some flowers sticking out between them. I then pull one up and a whole root comes out. There is a larger root connecting to all other roots and I manage to break it off as my kid wants to go.
I am about to drive and get a special university key from my wife to connect to the Internet. We then drive through the toll boot without paying and continue on to a large highway. I keep it on the left lane but get suddenly out on a one way road. I turn and manage to get back in the highway.
I am home at an artist friend and congratulate her husband for the third baby they just got. I then look at their kitchen and congratulate them for how they managed to put everything in order. He then shows me how he has managed to pull the fan from the ceiling and move it to the middle.
A girl is taking me and another guy swinging across the vegetation between two large buildings. She first shows us the plants growing in the bottom and then we get increasingly higher. She swings to a special plant growing on the opposite building but it is too high and I refuse to follow her.
I am in a public library and meet my sister's boyfriend for the first time. He is actually very young and his American parents are with him. He has been biking alone and is about to leave but he has not so much clothes on. I then try to give him mine but he doesn't want any.
I meet an old friend and his father in the middle of a dirt road surrounding a mountain in a dry landscape. They are standing on a rock and the latter now wants us to take over the territory by building a trench along the road. I then pass him a long hoe and he tries to dig but it is too hard.
I am in an American suburb and go home with my new foster father. There is a large bag of compost on the mail box and I help him to remove it. He then looks inside and find another bag and some letters below. They are actually all for me and one is from my sister only saying happy birthday.
I am in the apartment of a South Korean neighbor and we happen to eat spinach pie from the same plate. She finds it like a sign that we love each other and announces it on the phone to her boyfriend. He can't believe it and she forces me to also tell him the same.
I am on a bus waiting for my son and hear a Japanese guy making fun of him as he disembarks from a ferry. As my kid gets on and the bus leaves I go to the back and hit the guy with a stick. He tells me that it was his friend seating next to him to make fun of my kid and I hit him as well.
I am walking with my family through a small Portuguese town and come to a square where I seat to film a little girl playing. We then move on to the other side with a beautiful view of the mountains. I then ask my wife if she would like to live there but she actually wouldn't.
I pass by a commercial with pigs laying by the sea side and my wife's boss explains that it is an old tradition. I then ask him where he is from and he tells me of a village by a river where I used to bike. I ask him if the bike road there is completed and tell him how I used to bike trough the forest.
I am with a famous designer driving to an important client by the coast. I then ask him about the site and he tells me that there was just jungle before. We actually arrive too early and the client is in a natural pool swimming. The designer proposes to do the same and we get undressed.
I have a ponytail and go to the public bathroom to look at myself. I feel very cool but there is a black couple in front of me with a very artificial haircut. Inside the bathroom is their black professor who explains to me that the guy is a cyborg but only do things related to himself.
I get on top of a tower to look at the landscape but only keep it by the windows and don't get out to the balcony. I then search the mountains for a spot where I was playing with my kid and improvise a poet. A man is listening and refers to other mountain poets. One is actually my dead uncle.
I am writing notes on a form that I got from my mother. I really like the format and start to write on a second one but realize that she might need them for her taxes. I then remember how she recently cheated me to sign another form and just don't care about ruining the new one.
I am in a restaurant with many fast foods and get a pizza slice. I actually want some vegetables on top and get transported all around but don't find anything. I then look at the pizza man using a machine to grind parmesan cheese and then another to bake. I wish I also had his job.
I am in my apartment writing an application and go to the living room to get and advice from my old curator. He is actually in the sofa watching a film and doesn't want to get disturbed. I then realize that he is hugging with a young girl even though he is married.
I am traveling with my step-cousin and he tells me that we have two trips booked to the States this summer. I actually won't be able to afford them but then ask if he needs a designer in his architect studio. He actually needs one and I tell him how get I am to render models on a computer.
My son and I get in the old house of a man that just died. The garden is beautiful and we eat the grapes and pet a small dog. There are even better grapes but there is a bigger dog and we go in. From inside I can see that we are on a lake and wish to asks the man's son for the price of the house.
I am walking with my son in a big Japanese city and come to a traffic light. A guy lets us go across and I ask him where it is nice to go. Another guy tells us to go South and we go there even if we have already been. We get in a garden and I push open a door but there is a couple seating.
I am in an elevated road and see a big guy beating up an ice cream seller below. I then throw him a piece of ice and run in my condo. It is actually the wrong entrance and I walk down but the guy is waiting for me. I then run up again and find an empty apartment but it has been newly painted.
I am watching TV with an old American friend in my living room. He asks me to put an old American cartoon and I look for it recognizing the woodpecker character. As I play a new episode it actually appears on a corner of the screen giving a low rate to it.
I am walking by an national institution and find many maps attached one after the other. I can't really understand them but as I keep walking I find that they start to show more and more the bottom of a Nordic peninsula. There is a green plateau there and I even find a city where to live.
I get in a bay where I meet a woman on a kayak. There are many ropes of different colors straighten over the water and I ask her which one she will follow. She is about to go to an island but start paddling towards another direction with no ropes but big boats that could drawn her.
The old postman puts my envelope in someone else's apartment and I knock at the door. I then hear someone walking from another apartment to where I knocked. It is actually a woman and I pick my envelope even though she is naked. She would be beautiful but her mouth is stiff.
I am walking with an American family and show them where I am renovating an old condo. The balconies have been all removed and I explain to them that the iron fences are been restored. We then walk on the rotten wood of the pavements hoping that they don't find out that I am lying .
I am in an elevator when a girl starts playing guitar. As we arrive up to an elevated platform I go out and leave her a dollar. I then get in the train and find an old friend also playing. He is embedded in a pillow at the far end and only has his head and arms coming out.
I am with my father-in-law out in the garden and he shows me how to cut the grass with a trimmer. He then hands it to me but it is too heavy and I can't carry it. I then go upstairs and hear him talking with an important guest below in the dining room. The latter gets bored and leaves.
I get with another girl and her mother in a small but modern theme park. It is all empty and we get ready to be ceased by a ghost positioned behind us. We start running in a labyrinth but I slow down realizing that the ghost was only to make us scare and it is not following us.
It is night time and I reach an underground garage with my son. We then wait for our friends to arrive with a van we just used for a robbery. There is actually another small van there and my son starts playing inside. As he comes out wearing a gas mask our friends arrives but it is morning.
It is evening when I am strolling in a busy street and see my two sisters. They are actually glad to see me and I touch the belly of my twin sister who is expecting a baby. Meanwhile my little sister goes and call my parents but they are not surprised to see me and want to go.
I am skiing down a slope along with a professional skier. I am actually much faster and keep straight even if my step-father has taught me to turn. As we go fast down a slope I realize that the snow has melted at the bottom but I anyway manage to go through.
I am in the living room and start drawing faces on the large TV using a black marker. They turn out really good and I decide to start a new project and also make figurative painting. I then set to go to the shop to buy supplies and don't bother to erase the faces on the screen.
My wife and I ends up in a small town in the North and she comes back to our room with a list of Academic positions. I also want to look if there is anything for me but only find one in journalism. At the the last page I actually find the back instructions on how to handle a toothpaste.

